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Abstract. Hash Chains are widely used in the resource-constrained systems to realize
the lightweight security. They can partly replace the public key algorithms to implement
the function of message source and integrity authentication with a lower cost. However,
Hash Chain meets a dilemma that a long chain increases the system’s overhead of computation and storage, whereas a short chain produces a short security lifetime and reduces
the scalability of the system. This paper presents a self-regenerated short Hash Chain
protocol. It can effectively extend the lifetime of the Hash-Chain-based security protocol
on-demand. A group of short Hash Chains is employed to replace the long Hash Chain, in
which many different Hash Chains are connected by the secure and authenticated communication. In the security analysis section, the security of the proposed protocol is proved to
rely on the one-way characteristic of each short Hash Chain. Taking the wireless sensor
network as a typical scenario of the resource-constrained system, the proposed protocol is
used to improve some existing typical secure protocols, such as broadcast authentication
µTESLA and ShortPK. The simulation results show that our protocol can prolong the
lifetime of the network and effectively reduce the network resource overheads.
Keywords: Integrity, Network Protocols, Security, Wireless sensor networks
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1. Introduction. Hash Chains are computation-efficient and can provide one-way feature in cryptographic protocols. They are widely used in various scenes, such as password
system [4, 9], secure routing [5, 6], micro-payment scheme [8, 15], RFID security and
privacy [13, 16], and WSNs broadcast authentication [11, 14, 17]. Hash Chains can be
used to optimize or even partly replace the public key algorithms [3, 12] to achieve the
function of the message source authentication and integrity authentication.
However, the Hash Chain has the following drawbacks which limit its applications:
(a) The Hash Chain can only provide the backward security but not the forward security.
(b) The length of the Hash Chain is limited, which makes it difficult to meet the
requirements of various applications.
(c) Extending the length of the Hash Chain is difficult, because a secure channel established through other encryption mechanisms is needed, and a larger overhead is required.
2. Related Work. When the advantages of the backward security of the Hash Chain
are taken, the overhead of the message source authentication can be reduced. However,
the Hash Chain cannot provide the forward security, which affects the independence of
keys in the Hash Chain. Therefore, the presence of drawback (a) limits the application
of the Hash Chain in ensuring the data confidentiality. Thus, the Hash Chain is often
used for the authenticable communication, where the forward security does not need to
be considered. For this reason, the Hash Chain is widely used to improve both the publickey-mechanism-based security protocols [8, 15, 17] and protocols where the public-key
application mechanism is constrained [1, 11, 14, 16]. In these protocols, the Hash Chain
can be used to optimize or even replace the public key mechanisms to achieve the message
source and integrity authentication.
However, drawbacks (b) and (c) of Hash Chains are difficult to overcome in the authentication process. The drawback (b) is caused by the length of the Hash Chain, which
is a constant value and cannot be changed after the Hash Chain is used. Unfortunately,
the length of Hash Chain is bound with the security lifetime. The Hash Chain cannot
be extended directly as it is often used in a reverse direction. Thus, the Hash Chain
generator is required to generate a Hash Chain with a length of NM ax large enough for
most application requirements. However, NM ax is difficult to be predetermined. If NM ax
is not big enough, the system will become unavailable when the Hash Chain is used up.
On the other hand, NM ax is not allowed to be too large as the computation and storage
overheads of a long Hash Chain are difficult to be accepted in many applications. Liu et
al. [11] pointed out that, if each Hash value had a 100 ms life cycle, the broadcast node
needed to use a Hash Chain with a length of N = 24 × 60 × 60 × 10 = 864, 000 every day.
Hence, the broadcast node needs to store 8 × N = 69,120,000 bytes Hash value. If the
system only uses the seed of the Hash Chain to calculate the Hash Chain, N (N − 1)/2
Hash operations are required. Therefore, the length of Hash Chains should be short to
reduce the computation and storage overheads in the application process.
When a short Hash Chain is exhausted, the Hash Chain extension problem occurs. In
other words, a new Hash Chain should be deployed. In the process of the Hash Chain
extension, a secure channel is required to securely transmit the tail of the new Hash
Chains to the message receivers. In order to establish the secure transmission channel
to prevent the impersonation attack and guarantee the message source authentication of
the Hash Chain, an asymmetry or symmetry encryption mechanism was proposed in [14].
However, in the resource-constrained networks, the public key mechanism is unacceptable
because of its heavy computation and communication overheads. Generally, the resourceconstrained networks are lack of the public key infrastructure. Thus, the symmetric
cryptography mechanism is considered to establish the secure channel because of the
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fewer overheads of computation and communication. However, the key management of
the symmetric cryptography mechanism is costly in the new keys deployment phase. For
example, in wireless sensor networks, Perrig et al. [14] use the base station to assist the
deployment of new Hash Chains, in which the base station is assumed as a non-exhausted
node.
Actually, we can evaluate the time and communication costs. Let n be the number of
nodes in the network, and the base station deploys an 8-byte Hash value for each node
with the help of a handshake protocol between the base station and the normal node.
Then, O(n) operations of encryption, decryption and communication run at the base
station. Liu et al. [10] pointed out that, if each packet was 30 bytes and the network
bandwidth was 10 kbps. Even making full use of the channel, and without considering the
case of the multi-hop communication and the packet loss, the base station had to take at
least T = 4,000×30×8
= 93.75 seconds to deploy a new Hash value by sending and receiving
10,240
messages in a network with 2,000 nodes. The waiting time is also too long for most
applications. Therefore, both the symmetric and the asymmetric encryption mechanism
are not good enough in deploying a new Hash Chain for the short Hash Chain extension.
In this paper, we present a self-regenerated short Hash Chain protocol, in which a group
of short Hash Chains, instead of a long Hash Chain, are adopted to reduce the computation
and communication overheads. The protocol securely deploys a new short Hash Chain
by taking advantage of the one-way feature of the current Hash Chain. The most related
schemes are in [2, 7, 20, 21]. Our work is similar to them because they are also aiming
at providing efficient methods for Hash Chain re-initialization in resource-constrained
system. Hu et al. [7] present the sandwich chain scheme, in which only one current
Hash is required, just like the hierarchical one-way chain schemes. It induces a delay
before the secondary chain value. Compared with previous reported schemes, the first of
the contributions of our scheme is that we realize the authentication of new Hash Chain
without any additional delay. The second contribution is the flexible re-initialization
process. We can re-initialize a new Hash Chain in any point of the current Hash Chain.
This random re-initialization way can resist packages loss or package capture attack on
specific package to some extent, and makes our scheme different from the schemes in
[2, 20, 21].
We also test our protocol in some typical broadcast authentication protocols for wireless
sensor networks, which is a typical resource-constrained network. The results show that
our protocol significantly reduces the computation and communication overheads of the
broadcast scheme and prolongs the lifetime of the networks.

3. ShortHC: Self-regenerated Short Hash Chain. The self-regenerated short Hash
Chain protocol has three phases: short Hash Chain pre-distribution phase, short Hash
Chain usage phase, and short Hash Chain extension phase. Here the notations and
pre-loaded materials used in our protocol are as follows. Let S and R denote the communication initiator and the recipient, respectively. S is equipped with a random value
generator, a message authentication code (MAC), and a Hash function h(·). R is equipped
with the MAC and the Hash function h(·). The time of the network is divided into some
periods with the same length, and each Hash value is bound to a time period in a reversed
way.
3.1. Short Hash Chain pre-distribution phase. The initiator S generates an initial
random value Kn00 as a seed of the first short Hash Chain K 0 . Then S uses the pre-loaded
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Hash function h(·) to compute the n0 Hash value of the short Hash Chain K 0 as follows:
h(·) h(·) h(·) h(·)
K10 ←−· · · ←−Ki0 ←−· · · ←−Kn00 .

(1)

Before deployment, the value K10 is preloaded in R. Then K10 and the one-way Hash
Chain K 0 help R and S realize the message source and integrity authentication in the
subsequent communication.
3.2. Short Hash Chain usage phase. During the short Hash Chain usage phase, the
Hash value Kij (i = 1, 2, . . . , nj − 1, j ∈ N) is used from K1j to Knj j corresponding to time
j
period Ti−1
(i = 2, 3, . . . , nj , j ∈ N). In time period Ti0 (i = 1, 2, . . . , n0 − 1), S releases
0
the message Msg0i and its corresponding message authentication code M AC(Ki+1
, Msg0i )
0
is the key used for the
to R, where Msg0i is the content of the current message and Ki+1
0
receivers to verify the validity of Msgi . R is responsible for receiving and storing messages
0
0
and can authenticate the stored message when receiving Ki+1
in time period Ti+1
. The
Hash Chain usage phase is introduced in detail in µTESLA [14].
If the length of the Hash Chain is insufficient, the protocol enters the short Hash Chain
extension phase.
3.3. Short Hash Chain extension phase. Assume that the running short Hash Chain
j
(1 ≤ i ≤ nj −2)
is K j . The seed of K j is Knj j and the length is nj . In time period Tij , Ki+1
j
is the MAC key of the current message and Ki−1 is stored in R. According to (1), S
and generates a new short Hash Chain K j+1 :
randomly chooses a new seed Knj+1
j+1
h(·)

h(·)

h(·)

h(·)

.
K1j+1 ←−· · · ←−Kij+1 ←−· · · ←−Knj+1
j+1

(2)

Then, the current Hash Chain K j is used to distribute the tail of the new Hash Chain
K j+1 . Before K j is exhausted, S needs to send three binding information messages to R
in different time periods for securely transferring first value K1j+1 of the reversed Hash
Chain K j+1 .
Assume that the first message is sent in time period Tij , and S calculates K0j+1 =
j
h(K1j+1 ) and K 0 = Km
⊕ Knj+1 (i + 1 ≤ m ≤ nj ) before time period Tij . Then S sends
binding information
j
T imeji |i|K 0 |M AC(Ki+1
, Msgji )|Kij

(3)

with the current sending message Msgji to R, in which T imeji is the time stamp of the
j
current message and i is the identity of Kij . After receiving message (3), R discards Ki−1
j
j
and stores Kij if Ki−1
= h(Kij ). Then R stores the received message until obtaining Km
and K1j+1 for the next authentication process.
In time period Tmj (i + 1 ≤ m ≤ nj ), S sends the second binding information
j
j
T imejm |m|M AC(Km+1
, Msgjm )|Km

(4)

j
j
j
with the current sending message Msgjm to R. If Km−1
= h(Km
), R uses Km
and
j
j
j
j
j
M AC(Km , Msgm−1 ) to authenticate the integrity of Msgm−1 . Msgm−1 and M AC(Km
,
j
j
j
j
Msgm−1 ) is received in time period Tm−1 . Then, R discards Km−1 and stores Km . After
j
that, R calculates and stores K0j+1 = K 0 ⊕ Km
. At this point, R stores message (4) for
future authentication.
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to R and
In time period T1j+1 , S sends the third binding information (5) with Msgj+1
1
j+1
releases the secret key K1
j+1
j+1
j+1
T imej+1
1 |1|M AC(K2 , Msg1 )|K1 .

(5)

After receiving message bound with (5), R uses the stored K0j+1 and the received K1j+1
to verify K0j+1 = h(K1j+1 ). Now R securely obtains the tail of the new Hash Chain
j
j
and sent
is not released. Then no one knew Km
K j+1 . Before the second message, Km
j+1
j
0
j
K = Km ⊕ K0 in time period Ti except S. Thus R believes that S is the unique node
who sent him the value K’. Therefore, the attackers are prevented from forging K’ for the
j
reason that Km
is unknowable.
We stressed one of our contributions that m could be randomly chosen and the sender
could re-initialize a new Hash Chain at any point of current Hash Chain. Thus, our scheme
is flexible and provides a probability re-initialization process which, to some extent, will
resist the specific package capture attack in the determined Hash Chain re-initialization
schemes.
By sending the messages (3), (4) and (5) bound with Msgji , Msgjm and Msgj+1
in time
1
period Tij , Tmj and T1j+1 , S and R have securely generated the deployment of the new
short Hash Chain K j+1 without a trusted third part. Therefore, the Hash Chain selfregeneration protocol provides an on-demanded short Hash Chain extension without exhaustion if the current short Hash Chain can provide more than 2 Hash values for the
distribution of the new Hash Chain.
4. Security Analysis of ShortHC. In this section, first the definitions of the security
tools used in ShortHC are introduced, and then our security assumption is presented. We
also present the security proof of our ShortHC when it is used in the classical µTESLA,
in which the message source and integrity authentication characteristics are proved.
4.1. Definitions of basic concepts.
Definition 4.1. SHF: (Secure Hash Function). The SHF is a publicly known function fn : {0, 1}∗ 7→ {0, 1}n . It takes x as an input and outputs a bit string fn (x) of length
n. In fn (x), x is selected uniformly from a bit string with an arbitrary length {0, 1}∗ .
At the same time, the SHF satisfies such a condition that A is a probabilistic polynomial
time algorithm that takes fn (x) ∈ {0, 1}n as input and outputs A(fn (x)) ∈ {0, 1}n . For
each A, polynomial P and all sufficiently large n, there is an arithmetic expression as
follows:
1
Prob{fn (A(fn (x))) = fn (x)} <
.
(6)
P (n)
That is to say, if h(·) is a secure Hash function, it satisfies the following informal
conditions:
1. The description of the SHF h(·) must be publicly known.
2. The argument X have an arbitrary length and the result h(X) has a fixed length of k
bits and that is for h : {0, 1}∗ 7→ {0, 1}k .
3. For given h and X, it is easy to compute h(X).
4. The Hash function must be one-way. For a given Y in the image of h(·), it is hard to
find a message X to make h(X) = Y . Also for given X and h(X), it is hard to find a
message X 0 6= X to make h(X 0 ) = h(X).
5. The Hash function must be collision resistant. This means that it is hard to find any
two distinct messages X 0 and X to achieve h(X 0 ) = h(X).
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Definition 4.2. Random number generator. g = {gn |n ∈ N} is a pseudo-random
string generator (P SG). iff g(U ) = {gn (U )|n ∈ N} is a deterministic polynomial time
string generator. For each statistical test T (·) that on input x outputs a bit 0/1, for each
polynomial P , and for sufficiently large n,
|P rob{T (x1 )} − P rob{T (x2 )}| <
where x1 ∈ E 1

P

l(n)

, x2 ∈ E 2

P

l(n)

1
,
P (n)

(7)

, both E 1 and E 2 are assembled with a length l(n).

Definition 4.3. One-way Hash Chains. Select a seed s with the random number
generator and use the Hash function h(·) to generate the Hash Chain {si }ni=1 , in which
i

si+1

z }| {
= h(si ) = h(h(...h(s))).

(8)

One way Hash Chains {si }ni=1 can be figuratively expressed as following:
h(·) h(·) h(·) h(·)
s(s1 )−→s2 −→· · · −→si −→si+1 .
Definition 4.4. Secure Message Authentication Code. The secure Message Authentication Code (M AC) is a function satisfying the following conditions:
1. The description of M AC(·, ·) must be publicly known and the only secret information
lies in the key.
2. Giving a key K of n-bit length and an X of an arbitrary length as the arguments of
M AC(·, ·), the result M AC(K, X) has a fixed length of n bits.
3. Giving M AC(·, ·), X and K, the computation of M AC(K, X) must be easy.
4. Giving M AC(·, ·) and X. It is hard to determine M AC(K, X) with a probability of success which is significantly higher than 1/2n . Even when a large set of pairs
{Xi , M AC(K, Xi )} (Xi has been selected by the opponent) are known, it is hard to determine the key K or to compute M AC(K, X 0 ) for any X 0 6= Xi .
Definition 4.5. Broadcast authentication scheme based on One-way Hash
Chains. The scheme is a distributed system and each participator uses a polynomialtime machine to initiate its instance of the scheme. The scheme includes the following
components:
1. A security parameter k which determines the size of keys. All of algorithms are polynomial in k.
2. A message space M S and a key space KS. All messages of a given size should be
polynomial in k.
3. A system time state T S which records the state of the system.
4. A key generation algorithm KGA(·) which uses the random number generator to randomly generate two k-bit private keys Knj j and Knj+1
∈R {0, 1}k as the seeds. The key
j+1
generation algorithm KGA(·) uses Hash function h(·) defined in Definition 4.1 to genernj
nj+1
ate the one-way Hash Chains {Kij }i=1
and {Kij+1 }i=1
as defined in Definition 4.3.
5. A message signing algorithm M SA(·) giving a message, a system state, and a key. It
generates a M AC and updates the time state of the system.
6. A message verification algorithm M V A(·), which gives a message, a MAC, a key, and
a time state of the system. It checks the validity of the corresponding message.
4.2. Security assumptions. The asymmetry characteristic of the ShortHC is based on
the “first storage and then authentication” mode. Therefore, the security of the ShortHC
protocol relies on the following assumptions:
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1. The selected Hash function h(·) and the message authentication function M AC are
secure and can provide weak collision resistance.
2. The receiver’s clock is time synchronized up to a maximum error, usually denoted as
∆ [14]. The receiver can reject the message out the time period for ∆ plus the acceptable
transmission delay.
3. In the resource-constrained environment, the security authentication problems of
the multi-hop environment can refer to literature [19]. The fault data injection and the
path-based denial of the service attack are related to the application environments. Thus
we don’t take them into account in our security and performance analysis of the ShortHC.
4.3. ShortHC systems. The secure extension of the Hash Chain is realized in the
ShortHC protocol, in which the message source and the integrity authentication are obtained from µTESLA. Our ShortHC system consists of the following processes.
1. Initialization
a. Creating the first Hash Chain. The first Hash Chain of the system is initialized by
creating a secure k-bit seed Kn00 with the random number generator from space {0, 1}k .
0
according to Definition 4.5. The seed Kn00 of
We denote this Hash Chain as {Ki0 }ni=1
0 n0
{Ki }i=1 is securely stored at the trusted place of the system.
b. Initializing the time state of the system T S10 = 1.
c. Securely distributing the Hash Chain tail K10 and the system time state T S10 . It
should be emphasized that K10 and T S10 are distributed through pre-distribution or in
some securely authenticable way.
2. Message signing
In time state T Si0 , the system initiator runs the M SA(Msg0i , T Si0 ), and computes the
0
, Msg0i ) of message Msg0i . Then, it constructs
message authentication code M AC(Ki+1
0
0
, Msg0i )|Ki0 }, and distributes the message to the
the broadcast message {Msgi |M AC(Ki+1
receivers.
3. Message verification
0
, Msg0i )|Ki0 }, the receivers run the M V A(
Upon receiving the message {Msg0i |M AC(Ki+1
0
0
is received in
= h(Ki0 ), where Ki−1
Msg0i−1 , M AC(Ki0 , Msg1i−1 ), Ki0 , T Si0 ) and check Ki−1
the last time period and stored in the local storage. With the message Msg0i−1 and the
key Ki0 , the receivers then compute M AC(Ki0 , Msg0i−1 ) and verify the validity of message
Msg0i−1 .
If all the verifications are successful, the verifier has to update the time state of the sys0
0
,
= i + 1. Then, the receivers store the message {Msg0i |M AC(Ki+1
tem and obtains T Si+1
0
0
Msgi )|Ki } for the authentication of the next message.
4. Self-regeneration of Hash Chain
nj
When the current Hash Chain {Ki0 }i=1
is not long enough for the system, the system
initiator self-regenerates the Hash Chain as follows:
a. Initialization of the new Hash Chain. Generating a secure k-bit seed Knj+1
with
j+1
j+1 nj+1
k
the random number generator from space {0, 1} , creating a Hash Chain {Ki }i=1 as
defined in Definition 4.4, and keeping the seed Knj+1
securely in the local storage.
j+1
b. Distribution of the tail of Hash Chain K j+1 . When the time state is T Sij , the system
j
initiator computes K0j+1 = h(K1j+1 ), K 0 = Km
⊕ K0j+1 (i + 1 ≤ m ≤ nj ) and the message
j
authentication code M AC(Ki+1
, Msgji ), where Msgji = {T imeji |i|K 0 }. In Msgji , T imeji is
the time stamp of the message and i is the identity of the Hash value in the current Hash
j
Chain. Then initiator constructs the broadcast message {T imeji |i|K 0 |M AC(Ki+1
, Msgji )|Kij },
in which 1 ≤ i ≤ nj − 1. After that the initiator distributes the message to the receivers.
5. New Hash Chain verification
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j
When the receivers receive the message {T imeji |i|K 0 |M AC(Ki+1
, Msgji )|Kij }, they can
use the key Kij to verify the validity of the message Msgji−1 as mentioned in the message
j
verification phase. The message Msgji−1 is received in time state T Si−1
. When the message
j
j
j
j
j
{T imem |m|M AC(Km+1 , Msgm )|Km } is received in time state T Sm , the receivers verify
j
j
j
j
j
as the key, in which Km−1
= h(Km
) and compute M AC(Km
, Msgjm−1 ) with Km
Km−1
j
and Msgjm−1 are received in time period T Sm−1
. In time state T S1j+1 of the system, when
j+1
j+1
j+1
the receivers receive the message {T imej+1
1 |1|M AC(K2 , Msg1 )|K1 }, the receivers
j+1
j+1
compute and verify K0 = h(K1 ) and then obtain the new Hash Chain tail K1j+1 .

4.4. Security proof of ShortHC systems. An adversary can successfully conduct an
attack, which means that it can break the message source or the integrity authentication
of the protocol. Assume that the attacker can conduct the attack with a non-negligible
probability ε ≥ 1/P (k) and the probabilities for the attacker to destroy the message
source authentication and the message integrity authentication are p(0 ≤ p ≤ 1) and
q(0 ≤ q ≤ 1), respectively. Thus, in a successful attack, the probability of destroying
the message source authentication is p ·  and the probability of destroying the message
integrity is q · .
Theorem 4.1. During each Hash Chain usage phase, the ShortHC protocol is cryptographic and secure.
Proof: Theorem 4.1 means that if the tail of each Hash Chain is distributed to the
receiver in a secure way and the selected cryptography tools can provide properties as
shown in the aforementioned definitions, the ShortHC protocol can provide the source
and integrity of messages.
On the one hand, to break the security of message source authentication in time state
T Sij , the attacker is able to forge the Hash Chain. That means that attacker can find
the key (Ktj )0 and Kij = ht−i ((Ktj )0 ) (i + 1 ≤ t ≤ nj ), when the receivers only know Kij
(1 ≤ i ≤ nj ). According to Definition 4.1, we know that it is hard to find (Ktj )0 6= Ktj and
Kij = ht−i ((Ktj )0 ) (i + 1 ≤ t ≤ nj ), if the adopted Hash function is an SHF. Therefore,
the probability for the attacker to successfully realize the attack on the message integrity
authentication of the protocol is ε1 < p/P (k).
On the other hand, to break the security of the data integrity authentication, before
acquiring the key Ktj (i + 1 ≤ t ≤ nj ), the successful attacker is able to forge data
j
⊕ K0j+1 and
K ∗ 6= Km
M AC((Ktj )0 , T imejt−1 |t − 1|K ∗ )
j
=M AC(Ktj , T imejt−1 |t − 1|Km
⊕ K0j+1 ),

(9)

where Kij = ht−i ((Ktj )0 ). According to the above analysis, it is difficult to find a key which
satisfies (Ktj )0 6= Ktj (i + 1 ≤ t ≤ nj ), which means that the attacker is able to forge the
data descripted by (9) without knowing the secret key Ktj . According to Definition 4.4,
we know that it is a hard problem in cryptography to find M AC((Ktj )0 , T imejt−1 |t − 1|K ∗ )
satisfying (9) without knowing the secret key of the adopted SMAC. Thus the probability
of that an attacker to successfully realize an attack on the data integrity authentication
of the protocol is ε2 < q/P (k).
Therefore, the probability of conducting an attack is ε∗ = 1−ε1 ·ε2 = (p+q−pq)/P (k) <
1/P (k) and the result guarantees the statement of Theorem 4.1. During each Hash Chain,
the ShortHC is secure against the attacks mentioned above.
Theorem 4.2. The ShortHC protocol is secure in the extension phase of a new Hash
Chain.
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Proof: If the Theorem 4.2 is untenable, the attacker can successfully choose a new
Hash Chain to access the network and the legal receivers cannot perceive the malicious
action.
Before the beginning of our proof, we present our assumption that the receivers can
receive the message in an acceptable time delay. Under this condition, we focus on
the security of the ShortHC, not the other security problems mentioned in the security
assumption.
When the time state of the system is T Sij , the system initiator sends the message
j
j
j
|M AC(Ki+1
, M sgij )|Kij }, where K 0 = K0j+1 ⊕Km
and 1 ≤ i ≤ nj −1.
{T imeji |i|K0j+1 ⊕Km
∗
0
Then, a successful attacker is able to find K 6= K to ensure that
j
j
M AC((Ki+1
)0 , (Msgji )0 ) = M AC(Ki+1
, Msgji ),

(10)

j
where Kij = h((Ki+1
)0 ) and (Msgji )0 = {T imeji |i|K ∗ }. Theorem 4.1 implies that it is
j
untenable to find (Kij )0 6= Kij and Ki+1
= h((Kij )0 ) . It means that the attacker is able to
find (Msgji )0 6= Msgji and (10).
However, according to Theorem 4.1, the attacker cannot forge a false data packet
during each Hash Chain. Thus, the ShortHC protocol can ensure the source and the
j
j
integrity of K0j+1 ⊕ Km
. In time state ST1j+1 , the received Km
has been verified through
j+1
j
0
j
m−i
j
Ki = h (Km ), and K0 = K ⊕ Km is obtained. Therefore, according to the security
of the Hash function, the tail of the new Hash Chain K1j+1 can be verified through K0j+1 =
h(K1j+1 ) and the theorem follows.
The above security analysis of the ShortHC proves that under the security assumption,
the pre-deployment of the Hash Chain, the utilization and deployment of the new Hash
Chain are secure. Thus, one Hash Chain can be used to securely initialize another Hash
Chain, which does not affect the security of the scheme in the extension process.

5. Application. The ShortHC protocol can be applied to the existing wireless sensor
network broadcast authentication schemes [11, 14, 17]. The on-demanded extension of
the Hash Chains can enhance the lifetime of the network. At the same time, The ShortHC
protocol can effectively reduce the computation, storage, and communication overheads
of both broadcasters and receivers if our short Hash Chains and the Hash Chain selfregeneration method are adopted in these broadcast authentication schemes.
5.1. µTESLA based on ShortHC. We use the symbols described in TABLE 1. The
total computation and communication overhead of the broadcaster in the broadcasting
system based on our ShortHC is
n
X
xj (xj + 1)
+ (3a + 2b)(n − 1).
(11)
EShortHC = a
2
j=1
In (11), 3a includes the overheads of 1 Hash computing and 2 MAC calculations, and 2b
represents the overheads of 2 message transitions. FIGURE 1 shows the system overheads
of a single Hash Chain and our ShortHC-based multi short Hash Chains with different
chain lengths used in the µTESLA-based broadcasting system. Obviously, the length of
the Hash Chain is shorter, and the overhead is less.
In the ShortHC protocol, if all the short Hash Chains have the same length x, equation
(12) is obtained
N 
N 

EShortHC = a x(x+1)
+
(3a
+
2b)
−
1
2
x
x
(12)
(x+r)(x−r+1)
+a
,
2
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Table 1. Symbol and notation
Symbol Notation
N
K

j

Length of a single Hash Chain
The j th Hash Chain of ShortHC

xj

Length of short Hash Chain K j

n

Number of Hash Chains in ShortHC

a

Computation overhead of Hash function

b

Communication overhead of transmitting a corresponding Hash value

in which r = N mod x. If N can be divided by x, equation (12) is simplified to
aN − 4b − 10a
aN x (3a + 2b)N
+
+
.
(13)
EShortHC =
2
x
2
EShortHC has a minimum value when x satisfies (14):
aN x
(3a + 2b)N
=
.
(14)
2
x
From (14), we obtain
p
x = 6 + 4b/a.
(15)
That is to say, the minimum value of EShortHC is determined by the ratio of communication overhead to computation overhead of the Hash function. Then the recommended
optimal length of the short Hash Chain is also decided by this ratio, and we have Theorem
5.1 as a good feature of our ShortHC system:
Theorem 5.1. Assume that the short Hash Chains in a ShortHC system are of the same
length x, let a and b denote overhead of computing a Hash function and transmitting
a Hash value respectively, then (15) gives the optimal value for the system to meet its
minimum cost of the total overheads of computation and communication.
To be much simpler and more intuitive, we assume that the RC5 is used as the Hash
function in the ShortHC system. In [18], we know that the computational overhead of
RC5 is equivalent to 1-byte transmission overhead. Thus, in the ShortHC, the message of
each transmission contains 2 Hash values, 1 Hash value identity and 1 MAC value. The
Hash value and the MAC have 8 bytes and the Hash value identity is assumed to have 2
bytes. Therefore, the entire length of the message is 26 bytes and b/a is 26. Then x is
10.49 by (15). Thus, when the length of the Hash Chain is 10, the energy overhead of the
broadcaster is minimal.
Taking the calculation energy consuming of RC5 as a unit, the total energy overhead
of the ShortHC with different short Hash Chain lengths are shown in FIGURE 1. In
FIGURE 1, we can see that the energy overhead of the broadcaster gradually increases
with the Hash Chain length increased when the length is larger than 10. It was also
shown that the energy consuming grows very fast when one long Hash Chain is used,
whereas our ShortHC method keeps the energy consumption of the broadcaster increases
in a linear way.
Here we discuss the ShortHC in the µTESLA broadcast authentication protocol, but not
the point-to-point Hash Chain redeployment scenario. If the ShortHC is used in a pointto-point way to extend the Hash Chain, the computation and communication overheads
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Figure 1. Overhead of Hash Chain with different chain length
of the broadcast node linearly increases with the number of network nodes. That is to
say, the broadcast way to realize the extension of the Hash Chain is an important content
of the ShortHC protocol to keep the energy consumption of the broadcaster at a constant
value.
5.2. Multi-level µTESLA based on ShortHC. In Multi-level µTESLA [11], Liu et
al. pointed out that if the life time of a key was 100 ms, a three level structure with 1000
keys of the top level was sufficient to maintain the entire network continuing to work for
108 s (more than three years). That is to say, the broadcaster has to store 3000 keys and
conduct 3 × 0.5 × 1000 × 1001 times Hash computing.
In Multi-level µTESLA, if the top-level Hash Chain length is N1 = 103 , the middle layer
Hash Chain value is N2 = 106 , and the lowest level Hash value is N3 = 109 . Thus, the
whole overheads of the broadcast node include both the computation and communication
cost
EM−LµTESLA = Ecommunication + Ecomputation .
(16)
In (16), Ecommunication represents the communication energy overhead defined in (17), and
Ecommunication represents the calculation energy overhead which will be described by (17)

3 
X
N1
Ecommunication = 2b1
+ 2b2 (N1 + N2 ),
(17)
n
i=1
where b1 represents the authentication communication for the Hash Chains in different
levels, and b2 represents the authentication communications for the Hash Chains in the
same level. Here, b1 has 26 bytes as shown in message (3) and b2 also has 26 bytes, such
as the value CDMi = i|Ki+2,0 |M ACKi 0 (i|Ki+2,0 )|Ki−1 in [11]. Therefore,
Ecomputation = a(4(N1 + N2 )
3
P
+ (( n(n+1)
+ 5) · b Nni c
2

(18)

i=1
i +1)
+ (n+ri )(n−r
)).
2

where n is the length of short Hash Chains and ri = Ni mod n. When the computation
energy cost of the Hash is equal to 1-byte communication energy overhead, we can obtain
that b1 = b2 = 26a. The overhead of the protocol is shown in FIGURE 2.
If we don’t consider the problem of the key package loss in the top level, the best length
of the short Hash Chains is around 10. Thus the broadcast node achieves the minimum
energy cost, as shown at the lowest point of the curves in FIGURE 2. At these lowest
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Figure 2. Energy overhead comparison of different levels µTESLA based
on ShortHC
points, the energy consumption is 1/5 of that in 3-level µTESLA when the length of the
short Hash Chain is around 100.
If the package loss in Multi-level µTESLA should be considered, then top layer should
be set as a unique short Hash Chain. That is to say, a long Hash Chain in the top layer
should be set to avoid the key packet loss problem when the ShortHC is used to extend
the Multi-level µTESLA. Thus, we should know how many levels should be divided in
the multi-layer protocol. For example, in order to ensure that there are 109 keys of the
lowest level in an l layers Hash Chain structure, we obtain xl = 109 where x is the length
of short Hash Chain. As shown in FIGURE 2, when the level number l is 4, 5, and 6,
the corresponding lengths of short Hash Chain should be 178, 63, and 32, respectively.
FIGURE 2 also shows that the 3-level µTESLA protocol has the lowest overheads among
different layers in Multi-level µTESLA, and the total energy overhead increases with the
level of layer increased.
5.3. ShortPK based on ShortHC. Wang et al. proposed ShortPK [17], a famous
broadcast authentication protocol based on the short public keys. The protocol can
realize the real-time broadcast authentication with lightweight overheads. The protocol
also needs to use the Hash Chain to solve the redeployment problem of the short public
keys. Therefore, our ShortHC can improve its performances.
Firstly, the Hash Chain length is the same as the number of short public keys for the
key redeployment. For example, when the life time of a short public key is 10 minutes
in ShortPK, the number of short public key is N = 6 × 24 × 365 = 52, 560. We keep
the assumption presented in [10] that the life time of a key is 100ms. Then the length of
the corresponding Hash Chain is also N which is too large to be acceptable. Thus, our
ShortHC can make the length shorter and the cost lower.
Secondly, ShortPK can use the short public key to extend the Hash Chain, and use the
current Hash Chain to deploy new short public keys. However, it isn’t a good solution to
the security independence in the key updating, where the security of the key deployments
and the Hash Chain extension are bound as a vicious cycle.
Therefore, our ShortHC can reduce the overheads of ShortPK by using the self-regeneration
characteristic of the ShortHC to replace the single long Hash Chain. It can also enhance
the independency between Hash Chains and public keys by extending the new short Hash
Chains relying only on the current short Hash Chain rather than short public keys.
6. Conclusion. The length of Hash Chain limits the applications of the Hash Chain.
The short Hash Chain is binding with a short security lifetime, but the long Hash Chain
increases the overheads of the system. In this paper the ShortHC protocol is presented,
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in which the one-way characteristic of the Hash function is used to realize on-demand and
secure extension of the Hash Chain.
We proved the security of the ShortHC system, and used ShortHC to improve some
broadcast authentication protocols of the wireless sensor network, which is a typical
resource-constrained network. The results show that our ShortHC effectively reduces
the overheads of these famous broadcast authentication protocols. We also obtain a theoretically optimal length of the Hash Chains when using our ShortHC by using the Hash
Chains with the same length. The optimal length is determined by the ratio of the message communication overhead and the computation overhead, and using the Hash Chains
with the optimal length in ShortHC system can achieve the minimum energy consumption
in the broadcast authentication protocol.
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